
Non-Linear PowerPoint Instructions 

Create a non-linear, quiz based PowerPoint show about YOU.  You should come up with three categories of questions 
(Example: Tiny Tonya, Food Facts, Family Fun) and three questions for each category—Easy, Medium, and Hard. Feel 
free to be creative with names! 

Be sure to utilize the following features/settings: 

 Gradient background on at least one slide 

 Rotated text 

 Text with a drop shadow 

 At least one photograph of yourself (more is better!) 

 At least one animated gif/movie 

 At least two custom animations to include a motion path (scribble) and an emphasis animation (start with or 
after previous) 

 At least one sound effect 

 At least one picture effect 

 At least two animation effects (entrance/exit/emphasis) set to start with previous (not click) 

 At least two linked “action buttons” (Shapes>Action Buttons) 

 Transition between title slide and “game board” slide 

 Use of a table with a style applied; size bottom row and use “distribute row height” to size rows to be even; set 
cell alignments (Table Tools>Layout) to vertically and horizontally centered 

 
 Advance slide on mouse click disabled for all slides except “title” slide 

 Hyperlinks used to link to individual slides (questions and answers) 

 
 Set theme colors (Design>Colors>Create New Theme Colors) so hyperlink and followed hyperlink are the same 

(so all underlined words will be the same, whether they’ve been clicked on or not) 

 All “answer” slides link back to the game board using an image or shape 

 Game board slide contains a “Home” action button that returns to beginning 

  



Name:____________________________   Login: ________________ 

        Saved where? __________________________  

Nonlinear PowerPoint Project 

This project should help me learn some little known facts about YOU!   Your final project should be printed as SLIDE 
HANDOUTS 9 SLIDES PER PAGE and the items labeled from the scoring guide. Print preview! Do not accidentally print full 
page slides! Thanks! 

We will show these in class and see if your peers know you as well as you think they do (or don’t!).  

Requirement Points Possible Deduction 
20 slides with title slide (intro), game board, 9 questions, and 9 answers 20  
Gradient background on at least one slide 5  
Rotated text 5  
Text with a drop shadow 5  
At least one photograph of self 5  
At least one animated gif/movie (that loops) 5  
Two custom animations—motion path and emphasis 10  
Sound effect 5  
Action buttons (home and next page) 10  
Transition between title slide and gameboard 5  
Table with style and equal heights 10  
Mouse click for slide advancing disabled on gameboard and question/answer 
slides 

10 
 

Hyperlinks to slides all work properly 10  
Theme colors of hyperlinks are the same 5  
Image or shape used as hyperlink in answer slides 10  
Overall quality 10  
Spelling 10  
Labeled printout of all information (will not grade without it! be clear!) 
--Print as handouts, 9 slides per page 

10 
 

TOTAL 150 
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